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CPDPS was envisaged as part of the 'Vision UOM -2025'which was launched in May 2010. The
Cente, notified on I 6th Dec.20l0, started functioning since 9th May, 2011. It became a statutory body
when it received the assent of the Governor of Karnataka on27th March, 2012.

I The youth of contemporary India need to be inspired and facilitated to be leaders for a better
tomorrow with proficiency for varied competencies.

2To respond to the challenges faced by leamers and concerns expressed by stakeholders in
higher education, in the backdrop of ongoing globalization, emerging new knowledge societies.

3CPDPS is committed to promote proficiency development and placement services.

4To produce graduates and postgraduates who are employable in the
presert day global market.

5To facilitate all-round development of all those students who pass through CPDPS.

6CPDPS may be viewed as a gateway to build and tap human capital and faciliate
students to have a cutting edge in their effort to be well-placed in life.

7 To ensure through CPDPS capacity building and measuring students level ofproficiency for
varied puposes.

8 To conduct Seminars and workshops'to bridge the gap between industry and academia"

9 CPDPS promotes outreach progfiunmes, virtual learning progfiunmes,and expanding
profi ciency building measures.

. Identifies students'innate capabilities and interests, besides and beyond their subject fundamentals
and helps them fine tune their anta$prerana, their preparedness for employability;

. Designs and organizes tailor-made training programmes in collaboration with the tndustry Sector and
Trainer agencies to enhance the capacity of
students;

. Periodic interaction and liaison with the Corporate Sectoq Institutions,
Industries and other agencies providing prospects for placements so as to
understand the nitty-gritty employability-worthiness and maintain an up-todate data base in this
regard.

. To enhance the capacity ofAdministrative Staffs by providing

Communication Skills and Technical Training.

CPDPS . A STGNIFICANT MILESTONE



-INFRASTRUCTURE FACILITIES

Alpha: A state of art multiple fluency and competence building
Language Lab that has 42 computers.
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Hamsa: A compact interactive e-learning class-room that also serves

as a mini conference hall that could accommodate 80 + persons.
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Computer Lab for Practical Training
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Faculty Development Progra mme
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CONTACT
The Director
Office of CPDPS
Adjacent to Library Building,
Manasagangotri, Mysunr-5 7 00A6

0 osz t-z4te33i
@ omegauoml@gmail.com


